Applications may also be made on plain paper as per the prescribed format. Candidates applying off-line may send their application form along with the certificates in support of date of birth, educational qualifications, caste and NET fellowship, etc., to The Head – Administration, Centre for DNA Fingerprinting and Diagnostics (CDFD), Office Block, 2nd Floor, Bldg 7, Gruhalakpa, 5-4-399/B, M. J. Road, Nampally, Hyderabad 500 001, so as to reach on or before 16 April 2013.

The Individual Admit Card/Hall Ticket with details of user name, password, venue of the examination and time will be sent through e-mail. No individual intimation letter would be sent. No TA/DA will be paid. Director, CDFD reserves the right to accept/reject any or all applications without assigning any reasons whatsoever.

SPOT REGISTRATION for the LAN based examination on 16 June 2013.

In the case of candidates whose JRF examination results are announced before the written/LAN based examination of CDFD takes place, and have qualified the NET with fellowship are also eligible to appear for the CDFD examination upon furnishing the relevant details of having cleared the JRF/NET with fellowship under ‘SPOT REGISTRATION’ Category.

Important dates

Open date for submitting online application – 1 March 2013
Last date for submitting online application – 16 April 2013
Last date for receipt of offline/postal application – 16 April 2013
Display of CDFD JGEEBILS-2013 shortlist – 26 April 2013
Display of list of candidates short-listed for LAN examination – 26 April 2013
Date of interview for the CDFD JGEEBILS-2013 short-listed candidates – 21 April 2013
Date of the LAN examination – 16 June 2013
Date of interview for those who qualify in the LAN examination – 17 June 2013

Annamalai University
Department of Earth Sciences, Annamalainagar, Tamil Nadu

No. 2012/35/12/BRNS/1918 Date: 18 February 2013

JRF Position in DAE-BRNS Project

Applications are invited for the temporary Junior Research Fellowship (JRF) position detailed below

Position : Junior Research Fellow (one).
Title of the project : Study on the behaviour of uranium in groundwater from the granitic terrain of central Tamil Nadu.
Funding agency : Board of Research in Nuclear Science (BRNS), Department of Atomic Energy, Government of India.
Emoluments : Rs 16,000 p.m. + allowance as per rules for JRF.
Qualifications : M.Sc. in Applied Geology/Geology with 55% and NET/SLET students are preferred.
Work place : Department of Earth Sciences, Annamalai University, Chidambaram, Tamil Nadu.
Duration : Three years.

Applications with full bio-data should be sent to: Dr S. Chidambaram, Principal Investigator, DAE-BRNS Project, Department of Earth Sciences, Annamalai University, Chidambaram 608 002, Mobile: +91-98427 75874, e-mail: chidambaram_s@rediffmail.com, Phone: 04144-238 282*7367.

The guidelines, emoluments and general service rules for the staff sanctioned will be as per the DAE office memorandum No. 10/2/2009/fellowship/R&D-II/6093 dated 30 June 2010.

Last date to receive application: 15 days from the date of this notification. Only short-listed candidates will be called for the interview and they will have to attend the interviews at their own cost.